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LVWmay control the migration of plumes. Thus we
systematically change href in order to obtain the
observed migration speed. These results are sum-
marized in Figure 10c, and we find that vmi (= 2.3!
2.5 cm/yr: S9B) comparable to the observation may
be obtained with href = 2.5 " 1021 Pa s.

[44] If we decrease the speed of subduction very
small, say less than 1 cm/yr, the small-scale
convection becomes blurred. The small-scale
convection needs the heat source, which is car-
ried by the large-scale flow induced by the
subducting slab. Thus the slowing the speed of
the subduction may result in weakening of the
small-scale convection.

[45] Supposing that our model of small-scale con-
vection under the back arc is real and the migration
of cold plumes is related to the possible migration
of volcanism, which is !2 cm/yr, our analyses
show that the mechanical coupling between the
subducting slab and the overlying mantle wedge is
weak in the sense that the subduction speed on the
top of slab is considerably smaller than that of the
surface plate motion.

4.3. Possible 3-D Model

[46] On the basis of the results of 2-D models, we
calculate the 3-D model whose 2-D equivalent
model (i.e., S5B) show the migration speed of
plumes comparable to the observation.

4.3.1. Present Status: Comparison With
Tomographic Results

[47] Figure 11 shows a 3-D representation of
isothermal surface of temperature (Figure 11, left,
1302!C) and temperature anomalies (Figure 11,
right, 280!) of model S5D obtained at !20 Myr
after the start of calculation. Model S5D
is characterized by small subduction speed
(2.5 cm/yr) and slightly high background viscos-
ity (href = 1.25 " 1021 Pa s and Rf = 0.001; href
can be reduced by decreasing a without signif-
icant change of other results as noted before.). A
notable feature is the almost continuous thermal
anomalies at the right edge of the LVW, which
are located under the volcanic front, and the
finger-like thermal anomalies, whose wavelength
is 65 ! 75 km, (=300/tan(p/6)/(7!8)), which is
comparable to the observed wavelength of hot
fingers (79 ± 16 km [Tamura et al., 2002]). An
emergence of finger-like thermal anomalies is
already pointed out by our previous studies with
simple geometry similar to ‘‘F’’ with vertical
subduction [Honda et al., 2002; Honda and
Saito, 2003].

[48] Figure 12a shows a cross section of tempera-
ture anomalies of model S9D at the midpoint of the
direction parallel to the strike of subducting slab
(i.e., y direction), and it shows, again, a step-like
feature and the strong thermal anomalies under the
volcanic front and weak anomalies in the fingers.

Figure 11. (a) Three-dimensional expression of temperature and (b) temperature anomalies for the model S5D.
They show the isothermal surfaces (1302!C for the temperature and 280! for the temperature anomalies). A slab is
subducting from the right.
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● プレート運動・地震・火山などほとんどの地学現象を力学的・熱的に駆動
マントル対流: 地球の長期変動の原動力ー地球惑星システムと人類・日本人の立ち位置

研究の意義

● 岩石・水・炭素循環を駆動：環境・生命の進化への影響・長期未来の予測

広島大学地球惑星システム学科ホームページより

● 沈み込み帯の形成：日本列島の成因

地球惑星システム
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● マントル鉱物の相転移と対流の層構造：全層対流・二層対流
マントル対流の構造

マントルダイナミクスの課題

● マントル深部の化学的不均質

● マグマの発生と物質分化・混合
マントル対流による熱・物質輸送

● 揮発成分：水・炭素の輸送

● プレートテクトニクスの成因
マントル対流とプレートテクトニクス

● 沈み込み帯テクトニクス・マグマ生成の再現

LVWmay control the migration of plumes. Thus we
systematically change href in order to obtain the
observed migration speed. These results are sum-
marized in Figure 10c, and we find that vmi (= 2.3!
2.5 cm/yr: S9B) comparable to the observation may
be obtained with href = 2.5 " 1021 Pa s.

[44] If we decrease the speed of subduction very
small, say less than 1 cm/yr, the small-scale
convection becomes blurred. The small-scale
convection needs the heat source, which is car-
ried by the large-scale flow induced by the
subducting slab. Thus the slowing the speed of
the subduction may result in weakening of the
small-scale convection.

[45] Supposing that our model of small-scale con-
vection under the back arc is real and the migration
of cold plumes is related to the possible migration
of volcanism, which is !2 cm/yr, our analyses
show that the mechanical coupling between the
subducting slab and the overlying mantle wedge is
weak in the sense that the subduction speed on the
top of slab is considerably smaller than that of the
surface plate motion.

4.3. Possible 3-D Model

[46] On the basis of the results of 2-D models, we
calculate the 3-D model whose 2-D equivalent
model (i.e., S5B) show the migration speed of
plumes comparable to the observation.

4.3.1. Present Status: Comparison With
Tomographic Results

[47] Figure 11 shows a 3-D representation of
isothermal surface of temperature (Figure 11, left,
1302!C) and temperature anomalies (Figure 11,
right, 280!) of model S5D obtained at !20 Myr
after the start of calculation. Model S5D
is characterized by small subduction speed
(2.5 cm/yr) and slightly high background viscos-
ity (href = 1.25 " 1021 Pa s and Rf = 0.001; href
can be reduced by decreasing a without signif-
icant change of other results as noted before.). A
notable feature is the almost continuous thermal
anomalies at the right edge of the LVW, which
are located under the volcanic front, and the
finger-like thermal anomalies, whose wavelength
is 65 ! 75 km, (=300/tan(p/6)/(7!8)), which is
comparable to the observed wavelength of hot
fingers (79 ± 16 km [Tamura et al., 2002]). An
emergence of finger-like thermal anomalies is
already pointed out by our previous studies with
simple geometry similar to ‘‘F’’ with vertical
subduction [Honda et al., 2002; Honda and
Saito, 2003].

[48] Figure 12a shows a cross section of tempera-
ture anomalies of model S9D at the midpoint of the
direction parallel to the strike of subducting slab
(i.e., y direction), and it shows, again, a step-like
feature and the strong thermal anomalies under the
volcanic front and weak anomalies in the fingers.

Figure 11. (a) Three-dimensional expression of temperature and (b) temperature anomalies for the model S5D.
They show the isothermal surfaces (1302!C for the temperature and 280! for the temperature anomalies). A slab is
subducting from the right.
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地球内部：直接見ることができない
間接的な方法を組み合わせていろいろな視点から検討

観測：地球物理・化学
トモグラフィー・GPS
同位体・揮発性成分

実験：物質モデリング
高温高圧実験
第一原理MD法

理論：力学モデリング
マントル対流

パラメータ

物質解釈

制約

力学的役割制約構造の成因

マントルダイナミクスの研究方法

リソスフェア変形
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マントル対流：物理パラメータ・基礎方程式の理解が不完全
単純なモデルに少しずつ様々な機構を取り入れ，それがどのような 

マントル対流の性質を作り出すのか調べる物理モデル

総合モデル
気象予報

既知の情報
物理パラメータ

出力多い

基礎方程式

少ない

現実の予測
未来の温度や天気
観測と数値を比較

出力

複雑で現実的
１つ１つの 
過程は単純化

物理モデル
マントル対流
単純で理想的
１つ１つの 
過程は精密

機構を予測
対流の構造や変動
観測の意味を解釈

モデルの作り方・２つの方法
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単純なモデルから出発してどうすれば地球に近づくのかを考える

粘性など 
物性値一定

Figure 4: Convection patterns of a fluid heated from below at Rayleigh number
105, 106, 107, 108. The temperature color bars range from 0 (top boundary) to 1
(bottom boundary). The Boussinesq approximation was used (numerical simula-
tions by F. Dubuffet). The increase in Rayleigh number corresponds to a decrease
of the boundary layer thicknesses and the width of plumes. Only in the case of the
lowest Rayleigh number (top left) is the convection stationary with cells of aspect
ratio ∼

√
2 as predicted by marginal stability. For higher Rayleigh number, the

patterns are highly time-dependent.

52

鉱物相変化 
マントル化学組成

マントル対流のモデリング

温度・応力依存粘性・断層 
大陸地殻の密度

流動則・密度

after Ricard (2007) in 
“Treatise on Geophysics”

プレートの剛体的運動 
非対称沈み込み

滞留スラブ 
スーパープルーム
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Secondary mesh: 最小2km・最大20km
Primary: 5000×1000, Secondary: 1676×308

マントル対流シミュレーションの困難な点

● 各タイムステップで運動方程式の定常解が必要: 計算時間が膨大
マントルの粘性が大きい

● 運動方程式の数値的な性質を悪化: 計算不安定を発生
粘性率の変化が大きい

● 小スケールの構造がマントル対流全体に影響: 計算時間・記憶容量が膨大
空間スケールの異なる構造が混在
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(2) 粘性変化：２次元の場合は安定，３次元は粘性変化が小さい場合のみ高速かつ安定

● マントル対流シミュレーションコードの開発

(1)プレートの強度・自由表面や弱い海洋地殻；大陸地殻の影響

(1) 地球深部の化学的不均質構造の物性の影響とトモグラフィーとの比較

● プレートテクトニクスの発生とプレート運動に関する研究

研究の動向

(2) ３次元球殻モデルを用いたプレートテクトニクス生成や大陸移動メカニズム

● 地球深部の大規模構造とマントルプルームに関する研究

(2) マグマ分化結合モデルによる化学的不均質生成と混合

(3) 離散化の方法̶FEM (CITCOM,…), FVM (StagYY, ACuTEMan,…), FDM (Gerya)  

(3) トモグラフィーを用いたプレート運動速度の予測に関する研究

(1) ２次元：箱型・円筒・球環(spherical anulus)，３次元：箱型・球殻

(3) 地球深部の化学的不均質構造とマントルプルームの発生

● プレート沈み込みに関する研究

(2) 沈み込み帯の水・揮発成分輸送とマグマの成因
(1) 沈み込むスラブとマントル遷移層や下部マントルとの相互作用

(4) マントル対流中におけるマントルプルーム運動：ホットスポット不動の原因

(3) 沈み込み帯の構造と水やマグマとの相互作用
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プレートテクトニクスの特徴が人工的な仮定なしに再現され始めている

● 地球と同程度大陸が地表面積を占める場合にはマントルドラッグの効果が増大

layer at the top of the system, whereas basal heating produces active
upwellings in the form of plumes that have the potential to be an addi-
tional force at the surface. Rheological contrasts facilitate decoupling
between surface and interior flows. Continental roots have been pro-
posed to act as keels, enhancing viscous coupling between the litho-
sphere and the mantle (15). First, we define a drag coefficient D as
the normalized difference between the surface velocity and the sublitho-
spheric velocity (240 km depth) in the direction of surface motion
(equation in the Supplementary Materials).D is not a measure of shear
stress per se, but negative values strictly correspond to surface plates that
are being dragged by the interior, and positive values correspond to
surface-driven drag. FD is the areal fraction of negative D values. To
evaluate how the heating mode, rheology, and presence of continents
modulate FD, we compute 10 models (Fig. 1 and fig. S2), at a lower
convective vigor than that of Earth, with a Rayleigh number of 106

and an average resolution of 45 km (see the Supplementary Materials
and fig. S2 for more details on the calculations). We consider a radial
viscosity jump by a factor of 30 at 660 km, which is identified as the
most important structure from inversions of mantle viscosity profiles
(16). Although alternative viscosity profiles could have been chosen
(17), the goal here is to adopt a simple model including the presence
of a viscosity jump that stalls downwellings.

Radially viscous models (i.e., with no lateral viscosity variations) al-
ways yield time-averaged FD that are close to 0, whether heated purely
from within or below. This is consistent with semianalytical models of
convection, wherein surface velocities are larger than at depth (18). In
models that disregard the temperature dependence of the viscosity, up-
wellings and plumes have the same viscosity as the boundary layer,
imposing a pressure high within the boundary layer when they ap-
proach the surface. In that case, the surface drags the interior. When

accounting for plate-like behavior, we use a modified Arrhenius law
approximation for the temperature dependence of viscosity

hðTÞº exp
A

ðT # TsÞ=DT þ 1
# A

2

! "
ð1Þ

where A is a constant that determines the viscosity contrast, akin to the
activation energy,T is the temperature,Ts is the surface temperature, and
DT is the temperature difference between the bottom and top. This for-
mulation produces smaller viscosity gradients than the classic Arrhenius
law that we use thereafter (19), making it easier to solve numerically.A
is 30 for the reference model, leading to a maximum viscosity contrast
of six orders of magnitude (see table S1). The referencemodel without
continents is similar to the reference model of Mallard et al. (20), with
intermediate yield stress producing a plate size distribution similar to
that of Earth. Introducing self-consistent plate-like generation allows
>10% of the surface to be dragged by the interior flow (reference
model). The difference of this result relative to radially viscous models
arises from two causes. First, the temperature dependence of viscosity
results in strong lithospheric plates, and hence prevents hot upwellings
and plumes from reaching the very surface. Instead, they spread below
the stiff boundary layer, often at rates greater than that of plate motion.
Second, subducting slabs excite large-scale convecting cells that interact
with multiple plate fragments. Plate fragments connected to slabs drag
the mantle, and conversely, fragments that are not attached to any slab
are dragged by the interior flow, with fragments pulled by connected
slabs moving faster. Increasing basal heating from 4 to 43% leads to
higher FD, as it boosts the first cause. Increasing the nondimensional
yield stress by 30% generates larger fragments (20), hence larger FD as
a result of the second cause (21). Yet, the impact is limited in both cases
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Fig. 1. Time-averaged areal fraction FD of the surface being dragged by the mantle for a variety of 3D spherical convection models. The first two models have
no lateral viscosity variations, whereas the other models have plate-like behavior. See fig. S2 for details.
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プレートの水平運動に対する大陸の影響

● スラブの沈降がマントルを引きずり，その運動がさらに大陸プレートを駆動

● プレートの水平運動やプレート境界の再編が生起するメカミズムを調べる

Celtic et al. (2019)

メカニズム

マ
ン
ト
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が
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ー
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よ
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の
面
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粘性率の温度依存性や降伏強度を大きくすれば，よりプレートらしくなる？

プレートの水平運動とプレート境界再編
Celtic et al. (2019)

● スラブの沈降に伴う沈み込み口の移動が顕著に見られる
● プレートテクトニクスのようなスラブプルによる駆動の効果はまだ弱い

● プレート境界再編のほうが内部のマントルの変動よりも速く起こる

1670K 等温面深さ (0-100km), 薄紫：大陸，薄緑：歪速度大 温度 (不透明：高温)
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Arnould et al. (2020)

マントルプルームのダイナミクス

● ３次元球殻マントル対流中でのマントルプルームの形状や安定性を調べる

● 沈み込むスラブ・他のプルームと相互作用すると，高速に移動
ホットスポットが移動しないことやその継続時間を説明

● プルームがマントル中に孤立してある場合，傾きや水平方向の運動は小さい

M. Arnould et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 547 (2020) 116439 7

Fig. 4. (a) Upper-lower mantle (350-1000 km depth) and (b) upper mantle (150-670 
km depth) plume tilt angle distribution for Models 2 and 5. The average tilt angle 
is shown as a vertical line. Insets show (a) near vertical and (b) tilted conduits (or-
ange isotherm) in Model 5. Transparent black arrows show the direction of mantle 
flow. In (b) mantle flow deflects plume conduits in the vicinity of subducting litho-
sphere (transparent blue isotherm). Note that plume deflection mainly occurs in the 
uppermost mantle.

might partly explain why lower mantle plumes are broader in to-
mography models (French and Romanowicz, 2015).

In Model 5, all plumes but one are anchored to basal thermo-
chemical heterogeneities (about 120 different hotspots were de-
tected over 350 Myr). Plumes originate from topographic crests 
(Fig. 1), either along the edges or on the top of the basal ther-
mochemical heterogeneities, as in previous models that consider 
dense and hot basal material (Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Has-
san et al., 2015; Li and Zhong, 2017, 2019).

3.4. Excess temperature

Model plume average excess temperature is defined as the dif-
ference between the average temperature over their cross-sectional 
area and the average mantle temperature at 350 km depth. The 
average excess temperature of model plume conduits over their 
cross-sectional area is + 140 K in Model 1 and + 200-225 K in 
Models 2-5 (Fig. 3b), which is consistent with petrological stud-
ies (e.g. Putirka, 2005). The lower excess temperature in Model 1 
results from the stagnant-lid regime leading to a larger ambient 
mantle temperature in this model. The average excess temperature 
decreases with depth along plume conduits (Fig. S6b): it is for ex-
ample 450 K in average for Model 2 at 1000 km depth.

3.5. Buoyant rising speed

In Models 1-4 (thermal plumes only), plume material rises in 
the upper mantle at approximately 30 cm yr−1 on average (Fig. 3c).

The average rising speed is consistent with the modified Stokes 
velocity (Richards and Griffiths, 1988):

v p =
kp!ρgr2

p

η
≈ 24 cm yr−1 (4)

with η ≈ 1 × 1020 Pa s the viscosity of the upper mantle in our 
models (Fig. S1), kp ≈ 0.54 a geometrical constant determined ex-
perimentally, !ρ = αρm!T ≈ 22 kg m−3 the density contrast be-
tween thermal plumes and the surrounding upper mantle (where 
!T ≈ 200 K, α is the thermal expansivity and ρm is the refer-
ence density), g the gravitational acceleration and rp ≈ 80 km the 
plume radius.

In Model 5 (thermochemical plumes), buoyant rising upper 
mantle speeds are only approximately 17 cm yr−1 because en-
trained denser basal material decreases the positive thermal buoy-
ancy of plume material.

3.6. Buoyancy flux

We calculated the buoyancy flux of mantle plumes as in Sleep 
(1990) (Fig. 3d):

B p = ρmα!T Ap v p (5)

with ρm the reference mantle density, α the reference thermal 
expansivity, !T the mantle plume temperature excess, A p the 
cross-sectional area of mantle plume conduits and v p the buoyant 
rising speed. In Models 2-4, plume buoyancy flux ranges between 
0.01 and 20 ×103 kg s−1 and is ∼5×103 kg s−1 on average. In 
Model 1, it is 8 ×103 kg s−1 on average because of the larger 
cross-sectional area of mantle plumes, and in Model 5 it is 2.5 
×103 kg s−1 because of the lower plume rising speed. This range 
of model plume buoyancy fluxes is comparable to estimates for 
present-day hotspots (Crosby and McKenzie, 2009).

3.7. Heat flow

Plume heat flow was derived from the buoyancy flux as in Sleep 
(1990):

F p = B p
cp

α
(6)

where cp is the mantle heat capacity in J kg−1K−1. Individual 
plumes advect about 0.08-0.23 TW of heat on average in Mod-
els 1-5 (Fig. 3e). In Models 1-5, the core heat flow varies between 
3 TW (Models 5) and 6.3 TW (Model 4, Fig. 3f), and never ex-
ceeds 20% of the surface heat flow (Fig. S5), which is at the lowest 
end of observational constraints (5-15 TW, Lay et al., 2008). The 
amount of heat carried by mantle plumes at 350 km depth rep-
resents ∼3 TW in Models 1-4 and ∼1.5 TW in Model 5, about 2 
TW less than the corresponding heat flow (Fig. 3f). Davies (1988)
and Sleep (1990) estimated the contribution of plumes to the total 
surface heat flow as 2.5 TW from hotspot swells. At 350 km depth, 
model mantle plumes carry a similar amount of heat. The ratio of 
upper-mantle plume heat flow to core heat flow (about 50-60% in 
Models 1-5) is consistent with numerical models of incompressible 
and isoviscous (Labrosse, 2002) or temperature-dependent viscos-
ity convection with different internal heating rates (Mittelstaedt 
and Tackley, 2006).

The amount of heat carried by each plume is about 1.5 times 
larger at 1000 km depth than at 350 km depth (Fig. S6). Mit-
telstaedt and Tackley (2006) showed that plumes contribute to 
heat up sinking slabs, therefore losing some heat on their way 
up (Fig. S6). Using extended-Boussinesq (Leng and Zhong, 2008; 
Zhong, 2006) and compressible models (Bunge, 2005), it was also 
suggested that the proportion of core heat flux advected by plumes 

プルームの傾きの頻度

M. Arnould et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 547 (2020) 116439 11

Fig. 7. Examples of pressure-gradient-induced plume drifts in Model 2. Mantle plumes are highlighted by orange transparent isotherms and subducting lithosphere is shown 
as transparent blue isotherms. The velocity field is shown as black arrows. In (a), the position of the plume is indicated at each timestep with a red circle. Subduction (the 
thick black arrow shows the location of the trench) initiates on the left-hand-side, which results in far-field compression and horizontal lower mantle flow directed towards 
the plume. (b) Merging of two mantle plumes starting from the base of the mantle and propagating upwards. The camera is fixed. (For interpretation of the colours in the 
figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5. Discussion

5.1. Limitations of models and analysis

We tested a limited number of parameters potentially affecting 
plume drift. For example, we only considered one parameterisation 
(initial thickness, density and viscosity contrasts) to model basal 
thermochemical heterogeneities, although the nature of LLSVPs re-
mains debated (e.g. Garnero et al., 2016 ). Moreover, although the 
resolution at 350 km depth in Models 2-4 (33 km) is lower than 
the one of Models 1 and 5 (24 km, similar to the lateral resolu-
tion of Li and Zhong (2019 )), the ranges of detected cross-sectional 
areas for all models are consistent (Fig. 3a). Furthermore, we 
achieved radial and lateral viscosity contrasts as large as 107 Pa s 
at the expense of model computational time: each model required 
about 145,000 CPU hours over three months of calculation on a 
parallel supercomputer to model mantle flow over 350 Myr.

Our plume detection algorithm is based on the hypothesis that 
all mantle plumes are characterised by significant heat advection, 
and therefore by both substantial temperatures and large rising 
speeds. This method makes it possible to characterise model plume 
dynamics, however results depend on 1/ the ability to detect a 
potentially large variety of plumes in models with distinct param-
eters, and 2/ on the threshold that is set for plume detection. This 
threshold was defined by comparing the number of plumes de-

tected by the algorithm to the number of mantle plumes detected 
visually.

5.2. What controls plume dynamics?

Here, we focus on the causes of lateral motions of already de-
veloped plumes and do not investigate the controls on the position 
of their source, which is likely to also affect their dynamics (e.g.
Heyn et al., 2018 ; Li and Zhong, 2017 ).

5.2.1. Indirect control by plate tectonics
Despite these limitations, we show that planetary surface dy-

namics exerts a first-order control on plume drift: if the surface 
is in stagnant lid, stable or slowly moving plumes predominate. 
The impossibility for mantle plumes to drift rapidly in the ab-
sence of plate tectonics and lithospheric thickness heterogeneities 
was noted by Zhong (2009 ) who studied the origin of Martian vol-
canism. Plate-like behaviour promotes faster plume motion (Fig. 5) 
due to the interaction of plume conduits with slabs in the upper 
or the lower mantle. Nevertheless, we see no significant effect of 
the number of plates (comparison between Model 2 and 3) on the 
statistical distribution of lateral plume motions.

5.2.2. Limited stabilisation of mantle plumes by mid-ocean ridges
It has been proposed that mantle plumes can be pinned to 

stable ridges (Tarduno et al., 2009 ). In our models, three plume 
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with depth, while those at ridges and fracture zones are
vertical (Figure 2b). The viscosity in plate interiors is pre-
dominantly governed by the maximum cutoff value of
1024 Pa s due to low internal deformation and low intra-plate
strain rates. Around plate boundaries, this results in several
orders of magnitude change in viscosity over short distances,
necessitating the 1 km resolution around weak zones
(Figure 2c). This refinement in the mesh is facilitated through
the viscosity gradient term in the error estimator (equation
(3)), and occurs during the iterative solution of the Stokes
equation. Elsewhere in the plates and slabs, the resolution is
2–10 km. In the upper mantle, the cold and therefore stiff
slabs are defined by sharp gradients in viscosity and tem-
perature with respect to the surrounding upper mantle with
lower viscosity. The longer wavelength structures in the
lower mantle have much smoother gradients, being derived
from a smooth tomography model. Here the resolution is on
the order of 80–150 km. In addition, the effect of nonlinearity
on the upper mantle viscosity is evident in mantle wedges:
the high velocity corner flow causes strain rates to be high,
giving rise to a low viscosity governed by dislocation creep.
The effect of strain rate weakening is also visible in the hinges

of subducting plates, where the bending of cold plates into
the mantle results in yielding.

3.2. Plate Motions and Plateness
3.2.1. Global Plate Motions
[30] Global plate motions constitute a first order test of

dynamic convection models with plates, because the plate
behavior is only Earth-like for a limited range of parameters
in the constitutive relations. If plates are too stiff, they may
move too slowly compared to observed motions, although
they may satisfy plateness constraints. On the other hand,
plates that are too weak may move too fast while exhibiting
excessive internal deformation, as indicated through mea-
sures of plateness. Here we investigate the fine balance
between these end member scenarios.
[31] In general, the global plate motion directions match the

NNR_NUVEL1A plate motion model well [DeMets et al.,
1994], but the velocity magnitudes are a strong function of
the rheology. An increase in yield stress from 100 (Case 2,
Figure 3a) to 800 MPa (Case 5, Figure 3b) results in a
decrease in magnitude of the predicted model velocity in
both subducting and overriding plates, while generally not sig-
nificantly altering the directions of plate motions. This velocity

Figure 2. (a) Cutout showing viscosity in a global model with stress exponent n = 3.0 and yield stress
sy = 100 MPa (Case 2) through the Marianas and Philippines. (b) Zoom-in on viscosity of the Marianas
subduction zone, showing the mesh. (c) Further zoom-in on the hinge of the Marianas slab, as denoted
by the white box in Figure 2b. Plate labels are: EUR: Eurasia; MAR: Marianas; PAC: Pacific; PSP:
Philippine Sea.
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大きなプレートの運動速度がよく予測されている
reduction is strongest in the subducting plates (Pacific, Australia,
Cocos), as the increase in yield stress allows for less yielding
in the slab hinges, limiting the ability of the plate to subduct.
An increase in stress exponent from 3.0 to 3.5, while the yield
stress remains constant at 800 MPa (Case 10), results in a
significant speedup of all plates due to stronger strain rate
weakening in the upper mantle and hence lower viscosity
below the plates and in the hinge zones (compare Figure 3b to
Figure 3c). A further increase in stress exponent from 3.5 to
3.75 even as the yield stress increases from 800 to 1200 MPa
(Case 12, Figure 3d) causes the plates to further speed up.
Evidently, the weakening induced by the increase of the
stress exponent overwhelms the strengthening caused by the
increase in yield stress. Now, with the larger stress exponent
and yield stress, significant changes in plate motion direction
can be seen for the Nazca and South America plates (compare
Figure 3c to Figure 3d). It could be argued that the plate
motions in the South America region experience more effect
from changes in yield stress and stress exponent than else-
where, due to the stronger plate boundary coupling around
Peru.
[32] The sensitivity of plate motion direction and speed to

the stress exponent and yield stress is explored for several
plates and for a global average. The angle misfit, a, is defined
as the average clockwise angle between the model plate
velocity and the NNR_NUVEL1A velocity (equation (17));
a value of 0 denotes a perfect angle fit. The normalized velocity
is the average plate speed divided by the NNR_NUVEL1A
speed (equation (18)); a value of 1 indicates a plate moving at
the correct speed. The global average is a surface-weighted
average of the nine largest plates (AFR, ANT, AUS, EUR,
IND, NAM, NAZ, PAC, SAM). The global averaged angle
misfit is the average of absolute misfit values. It is note-
worthy that the best angle fit occurs for different combinations

of the stress exponent and yield stress for different plates
(Figures 4a–4c), suggesting that the misfits are governed by
regional characteristics such as geometry and interplate cou-
pling, rather than rheology. In contrast, the sensitivity of
the normalized velocity magnitude to variations in parameters
is consistent between each plate and the global average
(Figures 4d–4f). There is a significant dependence on the stress
exponent for all yield stresses used, indicating that nonlinear
strain rate weakening is dominant in determining plate speeds.
The strain rate weakening occurs in the hinge of the sub-
ducting slab (Figure 2), influencing the ease with which the
slab subducts. It also occurs in the asthenosphere, governing
the amount of decoupling between the plates and underlying
mantle. The strong sensitivity of plate speeds to rheology
provides us with combinations of stress exponent and yield
stress that result in acceptable plate motions, mostly with a
stress exponent between 3 and 3.25. Only models with weaker
plates and slabs (i.e. with a yield stress below a threshold of
around 200 MPa) display dependence on yield stress, and
require significantly lower stress exponents.
[33] There are two domains in the space of yield stress (sy)

and stress exponent (n) evident in Figure 4 (and subsequent
similar representations) which we illustrate with a schematic
(Figure 5). In domain I, both the yield stress and the stress
exponent have a strong influence on the resultant quantity,
e.g., plate velocity magnitude. This behavior is observed
consistently below a yield stress of 200 MPa. In domain II,
the yield stress has little or no bearing on the result, and only
the stress exponent governs the outcome. This occurs for
yield stresses above 200MPa. The transition between the two
domains is governed by the convective stress sc, determined
by the bulk viscosity and integrated buoyancy in the system.
Yield stresses below this transition stress limit the strength of
the material and hence have an effect on plate motions and

Figure 3. Global plate motions with variation of yield stress and stress exponent. Known plate motions
in a no-net-rotation frame (NNR_NUVEL1A) in green are compared against modeled plate motions in black.
(a) Case 2: sy = 100 MPa and n = 3.0; (b) Case 5: sy = 800MPa, n = 3.0; (c) Case 10: sy = 800MPa, n = 3.5;
(d) Case 12: sy = 1200 MPa, n = 3.75.
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グローバルプレート運動の再現

高粘性のマントル対流では浮力と応力が釣り合う：密度・粘性→現在の流速
密度・粘性率分布をプレート冷却モデルや深発地震分布・トモグラフィーから推定
プレート境界は粘性の低い薄い層で表現

粘性率分布 プレート速度ー緑：観測・黒：予測
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Earthbyte Project

ディジタル化したデータやシミュレーションの結果を可視化し公開

https://www.earthbyte.org

serpentinite

● 理論からデータ解析まで幅広い手法で研究
● 可視化ソフトウェアGplatesを開発

Earthbyteホームページ プレート運動と炭素吸収・放出量

● テクトニクスやマントルダイナミクスに関する研究を行う

左は単位面積あたり吸収量・右は単位長あたり発生量

Müller et al. (2022)
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(1) 粘性変化に対する安定性

(2) 大小の構造が混在するモデルへの対応

● マントル対流シミュレーションコードの開発

● 地球深部へのプレート沈み込みと水輸送

(2) スラブ強度や下部マントル粘性率のプレート運動への影響

(3) マントルの水循環と海水の行方

(1) プレート運動生成に対する水の役割

(1) プルームとマントル遷移層との相互作用

● プレート・マントル対流結合系の数値シミュレーション

私のこれまでの研究内容

(2) 沈み込むプレートとマントル遷移層との相互作用

　　～滞留スラブと背弧海盆生成のメカニズム

● マントルプルームに関する研究

(2) プルームと大陸リソスフェアとの相互作用

(1) 地球内部の水が沈み込み帯の構造に与える影響

(3) マントル対流と水輸送の動的結合
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沈み込んだプレートの行方

after Fukao et al. (2009) after Li et al. (2008)

滞留スラブ

沈み込んだスラブ？

● 背弧海盆もほとんど西太平洋周辺のみに存在
● 西太平洋の多くの場所で，沈み込んだプレートはマントル遷移層付近に滞留

滞留スラブの発生や地域性の原因・背弧海盆との関連性 112



● スラブの後退が起き，滞留スラブと背弧海盆を同時形成

Nakakuki and Mura (2013)

プレート沈み込みとマントル遷移層との相互作用

● 660km相境界の浮力により沈み込み速度が低下

滞留スラブと背弧海盆の関連性を説明 113



● 日本・千島・カムチャッカでは日本海拡大の頃速度が遅くなりその後増加

● プレートの負の浮力に対して速度が低下したときに背弧拡大

海溝は沈み込み速度が遅いと後退・速いと前進または固定
● 沈み込み速度が遅くなるとWFは低下し，スラブの後退でRBとバランス

Goes et al. (2008)

  

fluctuations in vsink estimated from vconv may only be apparent, due to the time-variability of trench 

motion, which in the long-term contributes only a small part to total convergence (Suppl. Fig. 3). 

For Central America, both sinking rate estimates are high, requiring an enhanced Stokes velocity.  

 

Supplemental Fig. 2 – Present-day slab sinking velocities. Sinking velocity, determined from absolute 

subduction velocities and deep dip (between 100 and 400 km) normal to the trench, from the compilation of 

Sdrolias&Müller
4
. Sinking velocities are estimated from plate-advance velocities (filled symbols) as well as 

total convergence velocity (open symbols). Velocities are averaged over segments along which plate motions 

do not vary significantly (map in Fig. 1, legend repeated here), where now only points for which dip estimates 

are available are included. Error bars reflect the full variability within each zone. White background indicates 

where slab buoyancy is likely insufficient for self-sustained subduction.  The same upper-mantle Stokes 

velocities that limit present-day advance velocities (Fig. 1), bracket most sinking velocities. 
 

Past relative trench motions 

Observed trench motions are not solely controlled by downgoing plate buoyancy.  Trench 
 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3 – Past relative trench motions. Absolute Cenozoic trench motions (positive for retreat, 

negative for advance) in the direction parallel to that of plate advance velocity (the only component that could 

be slab buoyancy driven), scaled by downgoing plate velocities
4
.  Zones are the same as in Fig. 2. For 

reference, lines of relative retreat rates of 0, 1 and the Cenozoic median relative trench motion value of 0.22 

nnn%eXkli\%Zfd&eXkli\ )

conditions are the same17,18,23,25–27. Where other models, or natural
subduction zones, display behaviour different from these free sub-
duction characteristics, external forces/constraints play a part.

We compare our model velocities with the Cenozoic motions at
the world’s main subduction zones from the recent update of the
global lithospheric age–plate velocity data base of ref. 3. Natural
subduction is characterized by low trench retreat, with rates aver-
aging 0.1–0.3 times plate advance rates, throughout the Cenozoic.
Furthermore, trench motions are often episodic, and display ex-
pressions of outside forcing21 (Supplementary Information). This
explains why a plate-buoyancy signature has only been recognized
in present-day absolute plate advance rates (that is, motions of the
downgoing plate in a hotspot-reference frame)28. Recent data3,21 con-
firm the age trend, and it is compatible with an upper-mantle Stokes
sinking velocity limit on plate advance, like our models predict for
free subduction (Fig. 1). The limiting Stokes velocities for a very
reasonable average upper-mantle viscosity of (0.5–1.0) 3 1021 Pa s
bracket most of today’s slab sinking velocities, as estimated from
surface motions and deep dips (Supplementary Fig. 2). An age trend
is less apparent in convergence velocities, which are the sum of plate-
advance and trench motions, because of the variability of the latter
(Supplementary Information).

The range of present-day subduction and plate-advance motions is
limited, as in our models (where subduction is driven only by upper-
mantle slab buoyancy), with one clear exception. Under Central
America, sinking and plate-advance velocities are 40–100% higher
than expected for the young age of the plate at the Middle America

trench, which should give it a buoyancy barely negative enough
for self-sustained subduction (Fig. 1, Supplementary Information).
These high velocities require an enhanced Stokes velocity, implying
either a very low-viscosity upper mantle (about an order of mag-
nitude lower than everywhere else, which seems unreasonable), or
increased mass as in the case of lower-mantle penetration. This
last explanation is compatible with seismic tomography, where the
anomaly attributed to subduction under Central America is the only
relatively unambiguous example of a continuous slab-like anomaly
into the mid to deep lower mantle6,10.

The Cenozoic history of motions at the major Pacific and
Southeast Asian subduction zones3 contains more examples of very
high plate-advance rates (dips and therefore sinking velocities are not
known back in time), all associated with subduction of relatively
young lithosphere. And not only the advance velocities, which carry
uncertainties associated with the choice of hotspot-reference frame,
but also the (reference-frame independent) subduction velocities
strongly exceed model rates at these times (Supplementary Fig. 4).
The clearest examples of upper-mantle slab-buoyancy driven and
faster modes of subduction are shown in Fig. 2.

The Japan-Kurile-Kamchatka and Aleutians-Alaska zones (desig-
nated Japan and Alaska hereafter) (Fig. 2a and b) display a clear
switch from one mode to another. In both zones, advance velocities
for the past 25 Myr lie within the Stokes velocities for upper-mantle
confined slabs that fit present-day sinking velocities (Fig. 1). Japan’s
recent velocities cluster along a single Stokes trend, while Alaska’s
define a somewhat higher and less tightly clustered age trend. Before
25 Myr ago, there is no age trend and velocities are 1.5–2 times higher
than those of similarly aged lithosphere subducted along these
trenches today, and 2–3 times higher than the model trend through
the recent Japan velocities. Subduction velocities below Middle
America have been excessively high for its age throughout most of
the past 55 Myr (Fig. 2c). Only between 50 and 55 Myr ago, and for
the northern part of the Cocos subduction in the past 10 Myr, do
the values approach those of upper-mantle confined slabs. Tonga
(Fig. 2d) exhibits the opposite behaviour. Its velocities for the past
45 Myr do not exceed the range for upper-mantle slab buoyancy.
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Figure 1 | Present-day plate-advance velocities. Main panel, absolute
downgoing plate motions, vad, versus upper-mantle slab age (plate age at the
trench averaged over the last 10 Myr of subduction) from the compilation of
ref. 3 compared with Stokes velocities for upper-mantle slabs (1,000 km
width and upper-mantle viscosity, gUM, of (1.0, 0.7, 0.5) 3 1021 Pa s (or
constant gUM of 1.031021 Pa s and plate widths of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 km,
respectively). For comparison with the data, model densities were converted
to equivalent plate ages using the parameters from ref. 30. For slab ages less
than 20 Myr, subduction is probably not self-sustaining (white background).
The error bars represent the full range of variation within each trench
segment. Trends are similar when slab age is averaged over 5 or 15 Myr. The
trend of ref. 28 also fits the recent data presented here. Inset, map of the zone
segments used. Segmentation scale corresponds to scale at which the main
variations in plate motions and dip occur. Figure key gives names.
Abbreviations: Ale., Aleutians; Am., America; Ch., Chile; Col., Columbia; N.,
North; S., South; E., East; W&C., West and Central.
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Figure 2 | Past plate-advance velocities. a–d, Comparison between
Cenozoic advance velocities of the downgoing plate, vad, versus average
upper-mantle slab age, and the upper-mantle slab Stokes velocities that
bracket present-day sinking rates (Fig. 1 main panel; probably only self-
sustaining above 20 Myr slab age); data are given for selected zones (Fig. 1
inset) shown boxed in each panel. Velocities are shown at points spaced
500 km along the trench, exactly as in ref. 3, because an appropriate
segmentation would vary in time. In d, different symbols are used for the
Tonga (diamonds) and Kermadec (stars) sections of the trench.
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conditions are the same17,18,23,25–27. Where other models, or natural
subduction zones, display behaviour different from these free sub-
duction characteristics, external forces/constraints play a part.

We compare our model velocities with the Cenozoic motions at
the world’s main subduction zones from the recent update of the
global lithospheric age–plate velocity data base of ref. 3. Natural
subduction is characterized by low trench retreat, with rates aver-
aging 0.1–0.3 times plate advance rates, throughout the Cenozoic.
Furthermore, trench motions are often episodic, and display ex-
pressions of outside forcing21 (Supplementary Information). This
explains why a plate-buoyancy signature has only been recognized
in present-day absolute plate advance rates (that is, motions of the
downgoing plate in a hotspot-reference frame)28. Recent data3,21 con-
firm the age trend, and it is compatible with an upper-mantle Stokes
sinking velocity limit on plate advance, like our models predict for
free subduction (Fig. 1). The limiting Stokes velocities for a very
reasonable average upper-mantle viscosity of (0.5–1.0) 3 1021 Pa s
bracket most of today’s slab sinking velocities, as estimated from
surface motions and deep dips (Supplementary Fig. 2). An age trend
is less apparent in convergence velocities, which are the sum of plate-
advance and trench motions, because of the variability of the latter
(Supplementary Information).

The range of present-day subduction and plate-advance motions is
limited, as in our models (where subduction is driven only by upper-
mantle slab buoyancy), with one clear exception. Under Central
America, sinking and plate-advance velocities are 40–100% higher
than expected for the young age of the plate at the Middle America

trench, which should give it a buoyancy barely negative enough
for self-sustained subduction (Fig. 1, Supplementary Information).
These high velocities require an enhanced Stokes velocity, implying
either a very low-viscosity upper mantle (about an order of mag-
nitude lower than everywhere else, which seems unreasonable), or
increased mass as in the case of lower-mantle penetration. This
last explanation is compatible with seismic tomography, where the
anomaly attributed to subduction under Central America is the only
relatively unambiguous example of a continuous slab-like anomaly
into the mid to deep lower mantle6,10.

The Cenozoic history of motions at the major Pacific and
Southeast Asian subduction zones3 contains more examples of very
high plate-advance rates (dips and therefore sinking velocities are not
known back in time), all associated with subduction of relatively
young lithosphere. And not only the advance velocities, which carry
uncertainties associated with the choice of hotspot-reference frame,
but also the (reference-frame independent) subduction velocities
strongly exceed model rates at these times (Supplementary Fig. 4).
The clearest examples of upper-mantle slab-buoyancy driven and
faster modes of subduction are shown in Fig. 2.

The Japan-Kurile-Kamchatka and Aleutians-Alaska zones (desig-
nated Japan and Alaska hereafter) (Fig. 2a and b) display a clear
switch from one mode to another. In both zones, advance velocities
for the past 25 Myr lie within the Stokes velocities for upper-mantle
confined slabs that fit present-day sinking velocities (Fig. 1). Japan’s
recent velocities cluster along a single Stokes trend, while Alaska’s
define a somewhat higher and less tightly clustered age trend. Before
25 Myr ago, there is no age trend and velocities are 1.5–2 times higher
than those of similarly aged lithosphere subducted along these
trenches today, and 2–3 times higher than the model trend through
the recent Japan velocities. Subduction velocities below Middle
America have been excessively high for its age throughout most of
the past 55 Myr (Fig. 2c). Only between 50 and 55 Myr ago, and for
the northern part of the Cocos subduction in the past 10 Myr, do
the values approach those of upper-mantle confined slabs. Tonga
(Fig. 2d) exhibits the opposite behaviour. Its velocities for the past
45 Myr do not exceed the range for upper-mantle slab buoyancy.
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Figure 1 | Present-day plate-advance velocities. Main panel, absolute
downgoing plate motions, vad, versus upper-mantle slab age (plate age at the
trench averaged over the last 10 Myr of subduction) from the compilation of
ref. 3 compared with Stokes velocities for upper-mantle slabs (1,000 km
width and upper-mantle viscosity, gUM, of (1.0, 0.7, 0.5) 3 1021 Pa s (or
constant gUM of 1.031021 Pa s and plate widths of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 km,
respectively). For comparison with the data, model densities were converted
to equivalent plate ages using the parameters from ref. 30. For slab ages less
than 20 Myr, subduction is probably not self-sustaining (white background).
The error bars represent the full range of variation within each trench
segment. Trends are similar when slab age is averaged over 5 or 15 Myr. The
trend of ref. 28 also fits the recent data presented here. Inset, map of the zone
segments used. Segmentation scale corresponds to scale at which the main
variations in plate motions and dip occur. Figure key gives names.
Abbreviations: Ale., Aleutians; Am., America; Ch., Chile; Col., Columbia; N.,
North; S., South; E., East; W&C., West and Central.
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Figure 2 | Past plate-advance velocities. a–d, Comparison between
Cenozoic advance velocities of the downgoing plate, vad, versus average
upper-mantle slab age, and the upper-mantle slab Stokes velocities that
bracket present-day sinking rates (Fig. 1 main panel; probably only self-
sustaining above 20 Myr slab age); data are given for selected zones (Fig. 1
inset) shown boxed in each panel. Velocities are shown at points spaced
500 km along the trench, exactly as in ref. 3, because an appropriate
segmentation would vary in time. In d, different symbols are used for the
Tonga (diamonds) and Kermadec (stars) sections of the trench.
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Slab age [Ma]

Subduction time [Ma]

プレート沈み込み速度とスラブに働く力

conditions are the same17,18,23,25–27. Where other models, or natural
subduction zones, display behaviour different from these free sub-
duction characteristics, external forces/constraints play a part.

We compare our model velocities with the Cenozoic motions at
the world’s main subduction zones from the recent update of the
global lithospheric age–plate velocity data base of ref. 3. Natural
subduction is characterized by low trench retreat, with rates aver-
aging 0.1–0.3 times plate advance rates, throughout the Cenozoic.
Furthermore, trench motions are often episodic, and display ex-
pressions of outside forcing21 (Supplementary Information). This
explains why a plate-buoyancy signature has only been recognized
in present-day absolute plate advance rates (that is, motions of the
downgoing plate in a hotspot-reference frame)28. Recent data3,21 con-
firm the age trend, and it is compatible with an upper-mantle Stokes
sinking velocity limit on plate advance, like our models predict for
free subduction (Fig. 1). The limiting Stokes velocities for a very
reasonable average upper-mantle viscosity of (0.5–1.0) 3 1021 Pa s
bracket most of today’s slab sinking velocities, as estimated from
surface motions and deep dips (Supplementary Fig. 2). An age trend
is less apparent in convergence velocities, which are the sum of plate-
advance and trench motions, because of the variability of the latter
(Supplementary Information).

The range of present-day subduction and plate-advance motions is
limited, as in our models (where subduction is driven only by upper-
mantle slab buoyancy), with one clear exception. Under Central
America, sinking and plate-advance velocities are 40–100% higher
than expected for the young age of the plate at the Middle America

trench, which should give it a buoyancy barely negative enough
for self-sustained subduction (Fig. 1, Supplementary Information).
These high velocities require an enhanced Stokes velocity, implying
either a very low-viscosity upper mantle (about an order of mag-
nitude lower than everywhere else, which seems unreasonable), or
increased mass as in the case of lower-mantle penetration. This
last explanation is compatible with seismic tomography, where the
anomaly attributed to subduction under Central America is the only
relatively unambiguous example of a continuous slab-like anomaly
into the mid to deep lower mantle6,10.

The Cenozoic history of motions at the major Pacific and
Southeast Asian subduction zones3 contains more examples of very
high plate-advance rates (dips and therefore sinking velocities are not
known back in time), all associated with subduction of relatively
young lithosphere. And not only the advance velocities, which carry
uncertainties associated with the choice of hotspot-reference frame,
but also the (reference-frame independent) subduction velocities
strongly exceed model rates at these times (Supplementary Fig. 4).
The clearest examples of upper-mantle slab-buoyancy driven and
faster modes of subduction are shown in Fig. 2.

The Japan-Kurile-Kamchatka and Aleutians-Alaska zones (desig-
nated Japan and Alaska hereafter) (Fig. 2a and b) display a clear
switch from one mode to another. In both zones, advance velocities
for the past 25 Myr lie within the Stokes velocities for upper-mantle
confined slabs that fit present-day sinking velocities (Fig. 1). Japan’s
recent velocities cluster along a single Stokes trend, while Alaska’s
define a somewhat higher and less tightly clustered age trend. Before
25 Myr ago, there is no age trend and velocities are 1.5–2 times higher
than those of similarly aged lithosphere subducted along these
trenches today, and 2–3 times higher than the model trend through
the recent Japan velocities. Subduction velocities below Middle
America have been excessively high for its age throughout most of
the past 55 Myr (Fig. 2c). Only between 50 and 55 Myr ago, and for
the northern part of the Cocos subduction in the past 10 Myr, do
the values approach those of upper-mantle confined slabs. Tonga
(Fig. 2d) exhibits the opposite behaviour. Its velocities for the past
45 Myr do not exceed the range for upper-mantle slab buoyancy.
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Figure 1 | Present-day plate-advance velocities. Main panel, absolute
downgoing plate motions, vad, versus upper-mantle slab age (plate age at the
trench averaged over the last 10 Myr of subduction) from the compilation of
ref. 3 compared with Stokes velocities for upper-mantle slabs (1,000 km
width and upper-mantle viscosity, gUM, of (1.0, 0.7, 0.5) 3 1021 Pa s (or
constant gUM of 1.031021 Pa s and plate widths of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 km,
respectively). For comparison with the data, model densities were converted
to equivalent plate ages using the parameters from ref. 30. For slab ages less
than 20 Myr, subduction is probably not self-sustaining (white background).
The error bars represent the full range of variation within each trench
segment. Trends are similar when slab age is averaged over 5 or 15 Myr. The
trend of ref. 28 also fits the recent data presented here. Inset, map of the zone
segments used. Segmentation scale corresponds to scale at which the main
variations in plate motions and dip occur. Figure key gives names.
Abbreviations: Ale., Aleutians; Am., America; Ch., Chile; Col., Columbia; N.,
North; S., South; E., East; W&C., West and Central.
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Figure 2 | Past plate-advance velocities. a–d, Comparison between
Cenozoic advance velocities of the downgoing plate, vad, versus average
upper-mantle slab age, and the upper-mantle slab Stokes velocities that
bracket present-day sinking rates (Fig. 1 main panel; probably only self-
sustaining above 20 Myr slab age); data are given for selected zones (Fig. 1
inset) shown boxed in each panel. Velocities are shown at points spaced
500 km along the trench, exactly as in ref. 3, because an appropriate
segmentation would vary in time. In d, different symbols are used for the
Tonga (diamonds) and Kermadec (stars) sections of the trench.
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fluctuations in vsink estimated from vconv may only be apparent, due to the time-variability of trench 

motion, which in the long-term contributes only a small part to total convergence (Suppl. Fig. 3). 

For Central America, both sinking rate estimates are high, requiring an enhanced Stokes velocity.  

 

Supplemental Fig. 2 – Present-day slab sinking velocities. Sinking velocity, determined from absolute 

subduction velocities and deep dip (between 100 and 400 km) normal to the trench, from the compilation of 

Sdrolias&Müller
4
. Sinking velocities are estimated from plate-advance velocities (filled symbols) as well as 

total convergence velocity (open symbols). Velocities are averaged over segments along which plate motions 

do not vary significantly (map in Fig. 1, legend repeated here), where now only points for which dip estimates 

are available are included. Error bars reflect the full variability within each zone. White background indicates 

where slab buoyancy is likely insufficient for self-sustained subduction.  The same upper-mantle Stokes 

velocities that limit present-day advance velocities (Fig. 1), bracket most sinking velocities. 
 

Past relative trench motions 

Observed trench motions are not solely controlled by downgoing plate buoyancy.  Trench 
 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3 – Past relative trench motions. Absolute Cenozoic trench motions (positive for retreat, 

negative for advance) in the direction parallel to that of plate advance velocity (the only component that could 

be slab buoyancy driven), scaled by downgoing plate velocities
4
.  Zones are the same as in Fig. 2. For 

reference, lines of relative retreat rates of 0, 1 and the Cenozoic median relative trench motion value of 0.22 
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after Irifune (1993)

輝石系列 (40%): 輝石→ざくろ石→ブリッジマナイト
カンラン石系列 (60%):  
　　　カンラン石→ウォズリアイト→リングウッダイト 
　　　→ブリッジマナイト＋マグネシオウスタイト

蛇紋岩など水を含む数多くの相

マントルの鉱物組成：無水と含水

含水相の影響： 
含水可能量をマントル対流モデルに 

取り入れる

マントル遷移層は大量の水を持つことが可能 
その量は海４～５個分

マントルの構成鉱物と水
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Nakao et al. (2018),  AGU

マントル全体モデルによる沈み込み帯微細構造再現

● グローバルスケールモデルで沈み込み帯の微細構造を再現することは可能

地域毎の地学的特徴が再現できる可能性
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● 沈み込むスラブの形状や速度を合わせると，震源分布と合う脱水位置を再現

serpentinite

↑モデル領域：10,000×2000 km
　分解能：2 km
→東北の沈み込み速度とスラブ形状を考慮
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沈み込み帯の構造とその数が少ないことに 
よって，粘性率一定のモデルよりも水の増加
速度は小さい

● 沈み込むプレートと同様な粘性構造
● 粘性構造を固定して計算時間を短縮

マントル対流により水がよく混合される場
合，輸送経路上にある最小の含水率がマン
トルが持つ水の量を決める

片側沈み込みを持つ円筒マントルモデル

金子 (2019) D論

● 地球の曲率の効果をスケーリング
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Nakagawa et al. (2019), in prep.

水の粘性への影響と同位体分別

液相固相間分配係数の大きなRe/Osにのみ影響あり・他の同位体への影響は少ない

Viscosity, composition, water content at 4.5 Gyr

serpentinite

Sensitivity to isotopes 
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Figure 6. 	���
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● 含水率による粘性変化の強さがマグマ生成による同位体分化に与える影響を計算
● 水輸送が元素分別に与える影響は考慮していない
● 粘性の含水率依存が強いと地表の運動が活発になり，マントルが早く冷却する
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Model: 2-D spherical anulus
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2. マグマ生成を組み込んだモデル

5. スラブの形状や沈み込み速度のコントロール・３次元化

4. 地球深部での水の移動速度を考慮したモデル

沈み込み側・上盤側プレートの応力分布・降伏応力推定

今後の課題

3. 粘弾性のモデルへの組み込み

背弧拡大の拡大中心決定メカニズム

地球深部から上昇してくる水のマグマ生成への影響
地球深部や全マントルへの水分配の影響

火山や震源分布などの地域毎の特徴の再現

LVWmay control the migration of plumes. Thus we
systematically change href in order to obtain the
observed migration speed. These results are sum-
marized in Figure 10c, and we find that vmi (= 2.3!
2.5 cm/yr: S9B) comparable to the observation may
be obtained with href = 2.5 " 1021 Pa s.

[44] If we decrease the speed of subduction very
small, say less than 1 cm/yr, the small-scale
convection becomes blurred. The small-scale
convection needs the heat source, which is car-
ried by the large-scale flow induced by the
subducting slab. Thus the slowing the speed of
the subduction may result in weakening of the
small-scale convection.

[45] Supposing that our model of small-scale con-
vection under the back arc is real and the migration
of cold plumes is related to the possible migration
of volcanism, which is !2 cm/yr, our analyses
show that the mechanical coupling between the
subducting slab and the overlying mantle wedge is
weak in the sense that the subduction speed on the
top of slab is considerably smaller than that of the
surface plate motion.

4.3. Possible 3-D Model

[46] On the basis of the results of 2-D models, we
calculate the 3-D model whose 2-D equivalent
model (i.e., S5B) show the migration speed of
plumes comparable to the observation.

4.3.1. Present Status: Comparison With
Tomographic Results

[47] Figure 11 shows a 3-D representation of
isothermal surface of temperature (Figure 11, left,
1302!C) and temperature anomalies (Figure 11,
right, 280!) of model S5D obtained at !20 Myr
after the start of calculation. Model S5D
is characterized by small subduction speed
(2.5 cm/yr) and slightly high background viscos-
ity (href = 1.25 " 1021 Pa s and Rf = 0.001; href
can be reduced by decreasing a without signif-
icant change of other results as noted before.). A
notable feature is the almost continuous thermal
anomalies at the right edge of the LVW, which
are located under the volcanic front, and the
finger-like thermal anomalies, whose wavelength
is 65 ! 75 km, (=300/tan(p/6)/(7!8)), which is
comparable to the observed wavelength of hot
fingers (79 ± 16 km [Tamura et al., 2002]). An
emergence of finger-like thermal anomalies is
already pointed out by our previous studies with
simple geometry similar to ‘‘F’’ with vertical
subduction [Honda et al., 2002; Honda and
Saito, 2003].

[48] Figure 12a shows a cross section of tempera-
ture anomalies of model S9D at the midpoint of the
direction parallel to the strike of subducting slab
(i.e., y direction), and it shows, again, a step-like
feature and the strong thermal anomalies under the
volcanic front and weak anomalies in the fingers.

Figure 11. (a) Three-dimensional expression of temperature and (b) temperature anomalies for the model S5D.
They show the isothermal surfaces (1302!C for the temperature and 280! for the temperature anomalies). A slab is
subducting from the right.

Geochemistry
Geophysics
Geosystems G3G3 honda and yoshida: application of small-scale convection 10.1029/2004GC000785

13 of 22

1. 地球の冷却を考慮した水輸送モデル
過去の地球の温度が海水吸収量に与える影響
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